WOBURN SANDS BOWLS CLUB
Spring Cup 2021
Thank you for entering the Spring Cup Pairs Competition on the artificial green. The cost is £2.50 per
person which will be collected during the playing weeks. I am hoping to start the competition as soon as
we are allowed (March 29th hopefully). We have 25 pairs competing and I have divided you up into 3
groups with 6 pairs in each group and 1 group with 7 pairs. Pairs will play each other on a league basis (5 or
6 games each). 2 points for a win and I point for a draw. The winners of each group will play in the semifinals with the winners competing in the final.
In the event of a tie in the league position after all games have been played then shot difference will count
(if a game is conceded 2 points and 8 shots to the non-conceding team) but please try to ensure you
complete your games. Games commence at 2.00 pm (or earlier if agreed) and will be played over 14 ends
counting 1 shot on the first two ends. Toss for jack, draw for rinks. Dress - Greys. A minimum of 10 ends to
be played for the scores to count.
As we haven’t had any chance to practise have a couple of trial ends if both pairs agree.
I have tried to arrange your games on one of the days you have said that you are available and given you
the same day to play each week. If you cannot play on any dates given please try to rearrange your game.
There are 3 games per day so I will set the artificial green to 3 rinks. I have left Tuesday and the weekend
free if you need to rearrange games and there are always the morning and evening (from 4.30pm) slots
which are free. There will also be on rink available on a Friday afternoon. The games will be shown on the
website rink booking system, if you have rearranged your game please let me know and I will show the
alterations on the website(Mobile 07817682345, email: dmcgarragh@gmail.com). We have a Junior player
playing this year in the Friday group and as he is still at school he will have to play his game in the evening
or Saturday or Sunday, Janet Hamer will arrange.
With there being 7 pairs in the Thursday group it means that in order to finish the games in the five weeks
each pair will have to play an extra game in one of the weeks. I have left this for you to arrange at a
mutually convenient time.
On Monday 5th April the semi-finals of the Autumn Cup are being played which means that the games
scheduled for this day will also have to be re-arranged.
A substitute may be used if necessary (a member of the club of similar standard who is not playing in
another team.
Please leave score sheets in the shed and email me your result. The results and tables will be put on the
website in the members area, I will also try and send the results and tables to you weekly.
Please remember Covid rules at the end of this schedule.
Enjoy your games – Let’s hope for good weather.
Many Thanks
Dave

Monday Group
Lynn Hunter and Des James (07709853948, 01908 583835)
Bobbie Bolas and Geoff Cooke (01908 584075, 07885590074)
Janice Windon and Chris Webb (01525 292506, 01908 585475)
Sandra and Bob Carson (01908969025, 07462001009)
Yyonne and John Carter (01525 635629, 07964065462)
Monica and Gerry Curran (01908 282461, 07867995364)

Wednesday Group
Pauline Swaithes and Jan Maddock (07810406113, 01908 674710)
Jan and Bill Errington (01908 675557, 07900208268)
Geoff and Shirley Emmins (01908 542650, 07763326978)
Eddie Gallagher and Stephanie Warren (01234 752363, 01908 671394)
Dawn Riddy, Paul Stanton (07968993514, 07974961541)
Diane Gunthorpe, Carolyn Morris (07746290989, 07469994523)

Thursday Group
Vick Astley and Colin Rodwell (01908 586351, 01908 582811)
Jan and Mike Griffin (01908 367076, 07485045208)
Paul Hamer Dave McGarragh (07733231059, 07817682345)
Annie Bircham and Philip Flower (01525 292574, 01908 582973)
Ruth and Gordon Snape (01525 292602, 07514686460)
Keith Long and Geoff Turner ( 07891394200, 07434862071)
Barbara and Gordon McGowan (07341812635)

Friday Group
Leslie Geddes and Barbara Brown (01908 282830, 01908 502470)
Jack Lasbrey and Dave Morris (01908 584418, 01908 590040)
Dorothy and Derek Blackburn (01908 584893, 07789132835)
Janet Hamer and Robin Scholfield (junior) (01908 587649, 07779068850, 07903111873) needs to play
evening or Saturday or Sunday.
Jenny and Barry Wilson (01525 853197, 07870324713)
Anne Lasbrey and Mandy Davies (01908 584418, 01908 282688)

Monday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Monday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

WSBC SPRING CUP SCHEDULE 2021
29-03-21
Bolas/Cooke
v
Carson/Carson
v
Carter/Carter
v
31-03-21
Maddock/Swaithes
v
Errington/Errington
v
Gunthorpe/Morris
v
01-04-21
Griffin/Griffin
v
Bircham/Flower
v
Hamer/McGarragh
v
To be arranged
Astley/Rodwell
v
02-04-21
Blackburn/Blackburn
v
Wilson/Wilson
v
To be arranged
Lasbury/Morris
v
03-04-21

To be arranged
To be arranged
To be arranged
07-04-21

08-04-21

To be arranged
09-04-21
To be arranged

Monday

12-04-21

Wednesday

14-04-21

Hunter/James
Curran/Curran
Windon/Webb
Stanton/Riddy
Warren/Gallagher
Emmins/Emmins
Snape/Snape
McGowan/McGowan
Long/Turner
Hamer/McGarragh
Lasbury/Davies
Geddes/Brown
Hamer/Scholfield

Autumn Cup semi finals
Bolas/Cooke
Geddes/Brown

v
v

Maddock/Swaithes
Hamer/McGarragh

Curran/Curran
Windon/Webb
Hunter/James
Warren/Gallagher
Emmins/Emmins
Stanton/Riddy
Long/Turner
McGowan/McGowan
Snape/Snape
Bircham/Flower
Geddes/Brown
Lasbury/Davies
Hamer/Scholfield

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Bolas/Cooke
Carson/Carson
Carter/Carter
Maddock/Swaithes
Errington/Errington
Gunthorpe/Morris
Bircham/Flower
Griffin/Griffin
Astley/Rodwell
Hamer/McGarragh
Lasbury/Morris
Wilson/Wilson
Blackburn/Blackburn

Bolas/Cooke
Carson/Carson
Curran/Curran
Maddock/Swaithes
Errington/Errington
Warren/Gallagher

v
v
v
v
v
v

Windon/Webb
Carter/Carter
Hunter/James
Emmins/Emmins
Gunthorpe/Morris
Stanton/Riddy

Thursday

Friday

15-04-21

To be arranged
16-04-21
To be arranged

Monday

19-04-21

Wednesday

21-04-21

Thursday

22-04-21

Friday

To be arranged
23-04-21
To be arranged

Monday

27-04-21

Wednesday

28-04-21

Thursday

29-04-21

Friday

To be arranged
To be arranged
30-04-21
30-04-21
To be arranged

Semi finals/Final w.b 03.05.21

Bircham/Flower
Hamer/McGarragh
Long/Turner
Griffin/Griffin
Blackburn/Blackburn
Lasbury/Morris
Hamer/Scholfield

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Astley/Rodwell
Snape/Snape
McGowan/McGowan
Long/Turner
Geddes/Brown
Wilson/Wilson
Lasbury/Davies

Carter/Carter
Hunter/James
Windon/Webb
Gunthorpe/Morris
Stanton/Riddy
Emmins/Emmins
McGowan/McGowan
Snape/Snape
Astley/Rodwell
Snape/Snape
Wilson/Wilson
Lasbury/Davies
Geddes/Brown

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Bolas/Cooke
Carson/Carson
Curran/Curran
Maddock/Swaithes
Errington/Errington
Warren/Gallagher
Hamer/McGarragh
Bircham/Flower
Griffin/Griffin
Long/Turner
Blackburn/Blackburn
Lasbury/Morris
Hamer/Scholfield

Bolas/Cooke
Curran/Curran
Windon/Webb
Maddock/Swaithes
Warren/Gallagher
Emmins/Emmins
Hamer/McGarragh
Long/Turner
McGowan/McGowan
Griffin/Griffin
Astley/Rodwell
Blackburn/Blackburn
Geddes/Brown
Hamer/Scholfield

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Carson/Carson
Carter/Carter
Hunter/James
Errington/Errington
Gunthorpe/Morris
Stanton/Riddy
Griffin/Griffin
Astley/Rodwell
Snape/Snape
Bircham/Flower
McGowan/McGowan
Lasbury/Morris
Lasbury/Davies
Wilson/Wilson

Reminder
We still need to follow the Covid guidelines.

Please keep 2 metres apart (unless from same household).
Do not use main clubhouse (unless in emergency)
Only one person at a time in the shed to collect equipment. (code for
lock is the same number as the main gate)
Always sanitise mats, jacks, pushers and scoreboard before and after
each game.
Each team to have their own jack and mat.
Keep hand gel at end of rink.
Move jack with foot.
Only touch your own bowls.
One person to use the pusher at each end.
One person to change the scoreboard and one person to mark the
card.
No shaking hands or hugging – yet!!

